Joanna Ma and Amy Dam recognized as Managing
Intellectual Property's Rising Stars 2020/2021
October 20, 2020
Bereskin & Parr LLP is proud to announce that Joanna Ma and Amy Dam are recognized as Managing IP's Rising Stars
2020/2021.
Joanna Ma is a technology lawyer who specializes in patents and designs, and has an electrical engineering background.
Her practice is predominantly focused on advising various-sized technology companies on developing intellectual property
(IP) portfolios and strategies that are practical and aligned with their business goals, as well as on the enforcement of IP
rights. She is experienced in drafting and prosecuting patent and design applications relating to software, electrical, and
medical technologies.
Amy Dam is an associate at Bereskin & Parr LLP and a member of the Life Sciences and the Regulatory, Advertising &
Marketing practice groups. Her practice focuses on patents relating to the life sciences, including biotechnology, chemical
and pharmaceutical inventions. In addition, she advises on advertising, packaging and labelling law of consumer and
regulated products in various industry sectors.
Congratulations Joanna and Amy!

About MIP's Rising Stars List
Each year, MIP receives and analyses a lot of information, including client feedback, concerning junior IP practitioners
(below partner or equivalent level) but only mention a few of them in our editorials. Following market feedback, Managing
Intellectual Property decided to launch a Rising Stars publication in 2018 to highlight some of the best up-and-coming
young IP practitioners who contribute to the success of their firms and clients. All things being equal, these practitioners
have the potential to become future leaders in their firms and jurisdiction.
The individuals they select as Rising Stars typically have less than 10 years’ post-qualification experience and are below
the position of partner or equivalent level. However, in certain circumstances, MIP can consider and rank individuals with
more than 10 years of experience and new junior partners.
For more information on MIP's research and rankings, please click here.
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